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VGV is proud of our history as being a “uniform school” from day one in 2013.
Every student and parent was aware that there was a uniform policy in place when they
applied for admission. See the FAQ page of vgonline.org, our application website.
The uniform policy is:
 VGV logo top
 Khaki colored bottoms
The uniform policy prohibits:


















Denims
Sweatpants
Yoga pants
Leggings
VGV t-shirts worn over a hoodie (VGV or non-VGV hoodie)
Black, brown, grey or camo chinos or slacks
Scarves
Hats
Coats or outdoor wear
Flip-flops
Sunglasses
Any non-VG top
Any non VGV hoodie or track jacket
Wearing street clothes in school if you are a dual enrolled student
Changing into street clothes at dismissal while in school
Arriving in street clothes and then changing into uniform while in school
A VGV top that has been cut or knotted to become too revealing







Exceptions:
A college hoodie only if the student has officially been accepted to that school
Interscholastic League athletes on scheduled “game days” can wear their jerseys
Female head wear as approved by either Ms. Baker or Ms. Shebna Wagnac
Monthly “Dress Down Days”

Basically, you have to wear a VGV top and khaki colored bottoms at all times and without
exception. Wearing anything but the VGV top and khakis is a violation.
We would not be a uniform school if we did not enforce these rules.
Parents, please help. If your child leaves the house after you in the AM, you still must monitor
them and are responsible for their uniform compliance. We will call you at work.

Students, please comply in order to make our school and your fellow students look good. The
policy regarding uniforms is clear, please do not argue your case.

